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QUESTION 1

Which statement about auditing is NOT true? 

A. You can enable auditing row updates for all rows in the table. 

B. You can enable auditing row updates just for a subset of rows in the table. 

C. You can enable auditing row updates for all rows from all tables in the database except for system catalog tables. 

D. You can enable auditing row updates for all rows from all tables in the database and for the system catalog tables. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Fragment level statistics are NOT supported with which fragmentation strategy? 

A. List fragmentation. 

B. Interval fragmentation. 

C. Expression fragmentation. 

D. Round-robin fragmentation. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Why do automatic checkpoints cause the database server to trigger more frequent checkpoints? 

A. To avoid LRU flushes. 

B. To ensure the buffer pool is always available. 

C. To ensure theonstat -g ckp report is accurate. 

D. To avoid transaction blocking during checkpoints. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

What does this user-defined task/sensor do? 
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A. Sensor that stores checkpoint information (onstat -g ckp) in the system. 

B. Task that forces a checkpoint every 2 minutes from 10am to 10pm, Monday to Friday. 

C. Task that forces a checkpoint every 20 minutes from 10am to 10pm, Monday to Friday. 

D. Sensor that forces a checkpoint every 2 minutes from 10am to 10pm, Monday to Friday. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which onstat command will allow the gathering of statistics about the Informix Database Scheduler tasks that are
currently running or scheduled to be run? 

A. onstat -g dbc 

B. onstat -g sch 
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C. onstat -g adm 

D. onstat -g tsk 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

What does the following task function do? 

EXECUTE FUNCTION task("storagepool add", "/region2/dbspaces", "0", "0", "20000", "1"); 

A. Creates a secondstoragepool. 

B. Createsdbspace at /region2/dbspaces. 

C. Invalid offset and total size forstoragepool add command. 

D. Add the directory /region2/dbspaces to the storagepool with a beginning offset of 0, a total size of 0, initial chunk size
of 20 MB, and a high priority. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

What output is NOT reported by the dbschema utility? 

A. The database logging mode. 

B. The schemas of remote databases. 

C. The table definitions without owner names. 

D. Theonspaces commands to re-create your systems\\' dbspaces. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

Assuming the DBSPACETEMP onconfig and environment variables are set to valid dbspace names, where is the first
location the instance will attempt to create a temporary non logged table? 

A. rootdbs. 

B. Thedbspace the database was created in. 

C. One of thedbspaces listed in the DBSPACETEMP environment variable. 

D. One of thedbspaces listed in the DBSPACETEMP configuration parameter. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 9

Which statement about Informix data compression is NOT true? 

A. It can compress, repack and shrink a table in one command. 

B. There is no Admin API (sysadmin) interface to automatically compress tables. 

C. The \\'onstat -g dsk\\' command can be used to find the progress of currently running compression operations. 

D. The compress, repack,repack_offline, uncompress, and uncompress_offline operations can consume large amounts
of logs. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

Without explicitly setting DBSPACETEMP and TEMPTABLE_NOLOG, where will temporary tables be created by
default? (Choose three.) 

A. The rootdbspace. 

B. The users\\' home directory. 

C. The $INFORMIXDIR/tmp directory. 

D. Thedbspace in which the active database was created. 

E. The /tmp directory or PSORT_DBTEMP. 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 11

How is the DBSSO group determined on a Unix system with role separation? 

A. It is always the groupinformix. 

B. It is set using theonsecurity command line tool. 

C. It is the group that owns $INFORMIXDIR/dbssodir. 

D. It is the group specified in the DBSSOonconfig parameter. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

Which statement about the scope of UPDATE STATISTICS is true? 
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A. If the FOR PROCEDURE keywords are included but the name of any SPL routine is not specified, an error will be
returned. 

B. If the FOR TABLE keywords are used without specifying the name or synonym of a table, the database will not
recalculate distributions for any table in the current database. 

C. If the FOR TABLE keywords are specified with a table but without specifying a list of columns, the database server
will not recalculate distributions on all of the columns of the specified table. 

D. If the FOR PROCEDURE specification, Table and Column Scope, and Resolution clauses are NOT included, then
the statistics are updated for every table and SPL routine in the current database. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

The user \\'guest\\' connected to a local database world@lsys and wants to execute the following query: 

What two permissions does the user \\'guest\\' need to access the remote table? (Choose two.) 

A. User \\'guest\\' must have SELECT permission on \\'globe\\' 

B. User \\'guest\\' must have CONNECT permission on \\'globe\\' 

C. User \\'guest\\' must have SELECT permission on \\'globe@rsys:position\\' 

D. User \\'guest\\' must have CONNECT permission on \\'globe@rsys:sadm.position\\' 

E. User \\'guest\\' must have RESOURCE permission on \\'world@lsys\\' 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 14

Which $ONCONFIG parameter triggers an automatic increase to a chunk or space based on remaining free space? 

A. SP_AUTOGROW 

B. SP_THRESHOLD 

C. SP_AUTOEXPAND 

D. SP_CHUNKEXTEND 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Which of the following is NOT in the machine notes? 

A. Operating system requirements. 
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B. Critical kernel tuning parameters. 

C. A descriptive list of the new features in the port. 

D. Featuresthat are not available for the version and O/S. 

Correct Answer: C 
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